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I. INTRDDUCTION

As much as the crisis of the functional relationship of architects

and engineers involved in building design is generally recognized, there

is very little of a concerted effort to achieve an adequate basis for

auch a relationship. It is the major purpose of this thesis to study

the interrelation of the different aspects of the building design pro-

cess, through the development of a structural system of prestressed—

precast concrete for a specific building type : a multi-story office

building.

Today, when specialization is an existing and necessary approach

to all technical endeavors, there should be a clear understanding of

the boundaries of each aspect and an integration of all of them to

produce a unified whole. The structural solution of a building cannot,

then, be achieved without consideration of all aspects of Architecture:

structure, function, aesthetics and mechanical equipment, among others.

Beside the practical and theoretical solutions inherent in structural

design, the engineer must be continuously aware of the requirements of ·

all these other aspects. The overall concept of the design should

correlate all the factors involved. In this thesis the emphasis is on

the structural aspects of the building design process. As far as it

is possible, encroachment on the aspects not directly affecting the

structural aspects are avoided. Certain decisions of purely aesthetic

or non-technical character are made for the purpose of achieving an

adequate stuy.
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with automation and rapid technological advancements in evidence

in most technical fields, the building industry seems to lag in wait of

a revolution in the concepts of building technology. The building

industry should develop techniques to use advantageously the concepts

of automation and assembly line process, with a greater exploitation

of the materials' capabilities. New possibilities must be examined,

A tried and developed, in order to free the industry from anachronistlc

methods. The development should be aimed at perfecting the new techniques

without abandoning the basic structursl principles of established con·

cepts. The development of production methods has opened the way for the

concept of mass produced structural components. This concept of con-

struction by assembly of components, perhaps, best brings to light the

necessity of a close interrelationship of the engineer, architect, manu-

facturer and builder. The cooperation of these · with an uderstanding

of each others functions · should open the way for bold and imaginative

articulate building design and construction.

In the process of the development of this thesis many possible

structural systems that would apply to prestressed·precast concrete

construction were considered. Some were discarded because of lack of

the necessary knowledge to make an adequate structural analysis. The

possibilities of a two~way structural system (rectangular diagrid)

was extensively examined and abandoned for the reason stated above.

Other systems were examined and abandoned for not satisfying other

requirements such as flexibility, esse of construction and handling.

The development of the structural forms is based not only on structural

considerations, but also on considering them es an integral part in a
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total architectural concept. The major purpose of this thesis is to

examine these thoughts.

After the explanation of the developent of the structural compo•

nents, an analysis is undertaken to corroborate the design concept and

its structural adequacy. For this purpose additional assumptions are

made and are stated as used.
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II. PRESTRESSED—PRECAST CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

As a matter of introductory reference a brief survey of the

techniques of prestressed-precast concrete construction and its

develoment is presented.
1 A. Developgggt gf Prestressed-precast Concrete Construction

The principle of prestressed concrete is essentially the

introduction of stresses to counteract stresses of superimposed loads.

The stresses are introduced by tensioning of wires in the concrete

section, producing bending moments inverse to those produced by external

loads. The tensioning is usually done by either of two methods:

1. Pretensioning consists of manufacturing the member in

prestressing beds. The wires are tensioned, before settling of the

concrete, through anchorage at both ends.

2. Post·tensioning occurs when the member is cast without

prestressing. After the concrete hardens to an adequate strength,

post·tensioning wires or rods are pulled through ducts imbedded in

the concrete member and stressed from one or both ens by use of

hydraulic jacke acting against the end of the concrete section.

Although the concept of prestressing a material to obtain

greater strength is relatively old, the development of the present

concept of concrete prestressing is recent. The principle of pre•

stressed concrete was first used around the year 1886 by P. H. Jackson,

an American engineer. The practical advancements of the concept are

credited, however, to the French engineer, E. Freyssinet. Aroud

1928 Freyssinet prestressed, by use of wires, concrete pieces together

and used them in bridge structures. The concept of precasting was a
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natural outcome of the prestressed concrete concept. Freyssinet's

practical structures opened the way for a rapid development of the

prestressed·precast concrete techniques. Many new systems appesred

with innovations in the stressing and anchoring devices.

The potentialities of prestressed·precast concrete construc-

tion were first exploited in the field of bridge engineering, and

later in the long span industrial buildings. Recently, however, the

techniques have been applied to all building types, taking advantage

of the structural efficiency and assembly by parts possibilities of
the material. At present the use of prestressed-precast concrete

buildings is increasing, with experimentation and new developents

continuously bringing new improvements.

B. ggyggg gg Exgggles gg Prestressed·precast Concrete ggggg;
ggggy Construction

1. ggg Medical Research Buildigg • Piladelphia
Louis Kahn, architect; A. Komendant, consulting engineer.

The structural system consists of four main girders

supported on exterior columns (drawing la). The girders are of the

Vierendeel type. Two of the girders are monolithic with pretensioned

top and bottm chords; the other two consist of three sections and

are post·tensioned. In each of the nine panels, formed by the girders,

there are secondary members that aid in supporting the poured·in-place

slab and the mechanical equipment. The column: are one•story pieces,

precast and tied together with tendons running through the spandrel

beam and the girders. The poured·in-place alab acts compositely with

the girders and secondary members. The system, when finally prestressed,
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is continuous.

The exterior wall is placed after the structural frame

is completed. Lateral forces are taken by poured·in-place concrete

service towers.

2. [hg Philadelphia ggligg Administration Building

Geddes, Brecher and Qualls, architects; A. Komendant, consulting engineer.

The building plan consists primarily of two circular towers

connected by a curved segment. The exterior wall units provide the

support for the radiating horizontal units, employing a registered

European system called "Schokbeton" (drawing lb). The core wall sup-

ports the other end of the horizontal units. Each horizontal unit

consists of three joists with a thin slab filled in between joists.

There is no continuity between the supporting wall and the horizontal

units. The core wall provides all the resistance to lateral forces.

3. Zhg Worthing Secondagy School · England

The structural system is of the "intergrid" type. The

main horizontal members are units tied together to form open trusses.

The primary trusses are supported on boundary beams and column heads

(drawing lc). Secondary trusses span between the primary trusses,

incorporating a two·way grid system after post-tensioning of the tendons

running through the truss units. The tendons are passed along grooves

in the outer edge of the lower flange of the secondary beam and through

grooves in the primary beam. Stressing is done upon completion of each

structural bay. Floor panels are placed in position within the square

formed by the top flanges of the trusses, and after grouting act com~

positely with the trusses. _
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Cast•in·p1ace staircase towers provide the resistance

to lateral loads. Exterior wall panel: are fitted into groove: in

the column and fixed with reinforced concrete pins.

There are other buildings of prestressed·precast con-

struction in existance in the United States and Europe; however, the

ones discussed above are those that are most closely skin to the

building system selected for examination.
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III. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM

A. General
’

As in the econmics of all industries, the economics of the

building industry depend largely on the rapidity of completion of the

product. A precise organization of the building process is essential.

This organization, starting at the design stage and continuing through

the fabricstion and erection stages, is the determining factor in the

time aspect of the building process. Throughout the development of

the different structural components, the underlying total organization

is kept in mind.

The building type limitations · a multi•story office building

with maximum space arrangement flexibility · provide the point of

departure of the units’ development. The structural uits are developed

through consideration of all the aspects involved in the unified design

of a building. The individual units are first discussed, and then the

overall structural behaviour is explained.

B· ..'¤.2e .'·1e¥.£=.2
1. ggg Horizontal_§g;g (drawing 3)

The unit consists essentially of three joists connected

transversally by stiffners at the ends and the third points. The

spacing of the joists is five feet. Each unit is to be placed parallel

to another uit spaced about twenty inches apart, to provide for suply

air ducts. The arrangement allos the ducts to run without interference,

and permits a reduction of the story height with savings in wall material

and decreased dead load. The unit is to be cast without the flooring

material in order to reduce its weight during handling an erection.
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The top flange of each joist is provided with a pocket to hold a rigid

insulating board, that also serves as centering for the slab to be poured

after erection of the unit. The poured·in-place slab, after setting,

would act cmpositively with the joist along a portion of the span.

Shear keys and stirrup extensions are to be provided to assure composite

action. The slab also would serve the purpose of covering up the dimen-

sional and constructional inconsistencies.

Each joist of the unit would have a perforation of about

eight inches by twelve inches at mid-span to allow the branching of the

air ducts and the electrical conduits to the middle area of the unit.

The transverse stiffners would have two functions: the stiffening of the

unit against buckling, and stabilization of the unit during the erection

stage before the poured-in-place slab sets.

The fabrication of the horizontal unit would be done either

at the site of construction or at the manufacturing plant. Economics

would determine this. The forty•five feet lenght of the unit would not

make its transportation prohibitive. If site fabrication would be used,

the section of the unit is simple enough to allow employment of wood

forms or conventional collspsable steel forms. The repetitive nature of

the structural system, would permit an economical reuse of forms. Metal

conduits for the post-tensioning tendons, mild-steel reinforcement, bear-

ing plates, lifting collars, stirrups and shear keys would all be cast

with the unit. Provisions for the jo1sts’ perforation would be made by

blockout of the required area by use of a sleeve in the forming.
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The setting of the concreta would be controlled by ure of
adoxizturea, ertificisl coolim end atom curing. The sten euriog pro-
cess would allow a more complete crystallisatlon and a more stable pro-
duct, by prewenting premsture ewaporatioo of water. Since no part of
the mit would be axpoaed, special azgragates ars oonoeeassry.

2. __‘l_h_c_ Vertical _\1gi___g (drawlug D
lhe vertical unit would serve so support for the horizontal

unit und the girder, ea well so space mcloaurer. mly the three pro-

trudod portioue of the unit would receive auperiwosod londn and would

reale: bendlng neueste. lhe rest of the unit would serve ae an ouclosing

and stiffeoim eleneut. 1116 mit would be of the ama width ss the hori-
zontal mit in order that the joista of the horizontal unit would tust

directly oo the protrudiog portioua.

The unit would ba ooentory high for the purpose of easlog
its handling erectlou. we protnäed portlous would provide the only
contact with the unit above er below; the rest of the unit would slip

past the similar portloo of the other weit. 'lhe arrant would allow
for easier emotion cod slignnoot of the unit.

The unit would be notched and provided with brackata to seat
the horizontal unit or tha girdem, and Bor covoriw of the aochorege

devices. The exterior aurfaoeo of the mit would be ahaped so as to pro-

vent ezcesaive weathoriog by use of slwlug aurfaces to svoid the collec-

tion of water. This eurfacea would be created with silicon to aid against

weetheriog. Drlps and weep holen would also bo provided. The intarior
aurfaces would have recessee for pooitiouing of therme!. iusuletion and
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finishing material. The exposed surfacea would have aggregates to achieve

a desired appearance. Red granite, quartz aggregate and marble chips

would be some of the possibilities. Acid·etching and bush hsmering

would be other possibilities in the treatment of the exposed surfaces to

achieve different textures. The fenestration would be fitted into the

openings in the uit, and made watertight by use of neoprene gaskets or

similar devices.

For the fabrication of the unit, molds of either plaster,

concrete or glass fiber reinforced plastic would be used, depending on

the econoics and the availability of the materials. Mild·steel rein-

forcement • to prevent cracking and to strengthen the unit during handling-

together with bearing plates and lifting collars would be cast with the

unit. The protruded portions would have recesses at top and bottom to

accomodate leveling plates and anchorage devices.

3. (drawing 4)

The main girder would be of I-shape. This shape is adequate

for members resisting loads that produce a dead lod moment to live load

moment ratio that is relatively large. Such would be the case on the

girder. In expectancy of a large prestressing force, the girder would

have an end block at each end. Brackets for support of the horizontal

units, would be provided on one side and at the required spacing.

Considering the simplicity of girder section the fabricating

could easily be done on the site of construction. If plant manufacturing

were necessary, the girder would be easily transported since its length

would permit it.
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4. The Qggg Element (drawing 5)

The core element would provide enclosure to the service

facilities of the building ~ stairs, elevators, toilets and return air

p shaft. It would also serve as support to the horizontal members and as

the lateral loads resisting element. The element would consist of: four

corner precast columns of one·story height, directly supporting the main

girders (drawing 6); and precast panels of load bearing capacity. The

whole element would act monolithically by use of welded steel dowel con-

nections, prestressing and grouting. Both the colmns and the panels

would be prestressed from the top by use of continuous steel rods. The

panels would support the horizontal units and a poured•in·place slab,

spanning the interior of the core element, at every story level. The

precast concept of the core element is considered necessary in order to

aasure a simultaneous build up of the building. The‘hlip-form" construc·

tion technique • which is essentially a cast·in·place construction · would

have required a complete pouring of the core element before commencing

the erection of the precast units.

Soe of the precast panels would be provided with openings

for the passage of return air ducts leading to the shaft within the core.

C. Th; Overall Behaviour

The structural arrangement of the elements is linear in concept.

(drawing 6). The four main girders would be supported by the corner col-

uns of the core and by the column portions of two adjacent vertical units.

The girders, in turn, would support the horizontal units on one side,

transmitting the loads to the vertical units and the core coluns. A

total of four horizontal units would rest on each main girder. The
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extreme joist of the outer most horizontal unit would rest on the vertical

units that would not support any joist or girder (drawing 7a). These ver·

tical units would only support the vertical units above and resist lateral

forces, and would be kept in place by welding of steel plates on the ver·

tical unit and the bottom of the extreme joist.

The glrders would be post·tensloned and tied to the vertical ‘

units and the core colmns by threading the tendons through these, pro·

ducing a beam fixed at both ends. The large portion of the load that

would be carried by the girder would necessitate the fixing of both ends.

The horizontal units that would be supported by the girder on

one side would rest on brackets provided along that side (drawing 9a).

The torsion due to the unsymmetrical placing of the horizontal units is

probably negligible and is not considered. The expected large prestress

force would be instrumental in the preventlon of excessive deflection

under working loads. The draping of the tendons would be such that it I

would roughly follow the expected moment diagram in reverse (figure l).

I
, I

I
Figure I.

Although the use of the same number of tendons · determined by

the end condition • throughout the member would tend to be wasteful of

· material, the practicality of such an arrangement for fabrication and

erection purposes would determine its use for the system under considera—

tion. The draped tendons would create secondary moments on the members
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due to the reatraint at the suports. These are dealt with in the anal-

ysis of the mebere (Part IIl·E). The shortening of the members due to

the thrust of the prestreea force ad creep effects is normally neglectad,

and would be ueglected in this case. Shims would ba used to avold areas-

sive dietortioo of the freue. The poat·tansioniug ayste ould not only

serve to form a rigid fram coonectln, but also wold provide a way of

easemblying the individual parts.

The horizontal uita would rest either an the girders er the care

well et one end sad on the vertical unit et the other. The spaeing of the

uite would b suh es to allow for the mechanical end electrical spur-

teaauces (drewing 7b). The exterior end of the hotlsotal units ould

be cantinuous with the vertical nit in all cases; the interior sad

wald be pinned conected. In this manner the largest bending moment

would occur et the exterior and, avoiding a large beading moment at add-

spen where the jolsts would b erforated for the paaaege of mechenical

equipment and considerobly redueing te reaction on the girder and core

well (figure 2).

Momeni Diagram

Shéor Diagram

Figure 2.
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Also the girders' non•resistance to rotation would make the con•

tinuity with the horizontal units resting thereon impossible. The middle

joist of the horizontal unit would obviously be carrying a heavier load

than the extreme joists. The application of prestressing forces in pro-

portion to the loads carried would permit the use of a uniform joist sec-

tion.

The horizontal units would support rigid insulating boards of

lightweight nature · such as "Cemesto" boards · that would serve as cen•

terlng for the poured·in·p1ace slab. After its setting, the poured·in-

place slab would act comositely wdth the precast unit along the portion

of member that would be resisting positive bending moment (see Part VI

for sign convention). To assure composite action of the slab, shear

keys and extension of the stirrups would be provided along the top of

the joists. The horizontal units that would rest on the girders would

be subjected to additional bending moments due to the deflections of the

girders. However, these deflections are anticipated to be small, and the

induced moment negligible.

The horizontal units would be post—tensioned frm the exterior

end and through the vertical units, where the anchoring devices would

rest (figure 3). The interior end would have bearing plates to avoid

large concentration of stresses.

Fi gure 3.
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Since some of the vertical units would be resisting bending

moments and heavy axial loads, while others would resist no moment

and carry light axial loads, varied prestress forces would be applied

to the units through the tendons stressed from the top of each unit.

The system would allow the use of the same basic vertical units

throughout the building.

The unsupported lengür of the vertical unit would be small

since the spandrel portion would serve as stiféner against lateral

buckling of the column portion.

The core element, in addition to supporting the horizontal

members, would resist all lateral forces trasmitted to it by the hori—

zontal units and the poured·in-place slab. The monolithic nature of the

core element would permit an assmption of nearly infinite stiffness for

it. The core element's columns and wall panels would be assembled

similarly to the vertical units. Grooves on the columns would permit

the threading of the girder tendons for post~tensioning and continuity.

Lateral dowels in the panels and colmns would overlap and be welded

within a recess on the panel which is then grouted (drawing 5). Since

the wall panels would have no continuity with the horizontal units the

only bending moments to be resisted by the panels would be those in-

duced by the floor slab within the core element.

D. Egg Assembly Procedure

The system of prestressing and anchoring that would be employed

is, of course, a matter of choice. There are variations within each

system to make it applicable to almost every situation. For the purpose

of esse in making definite suggestions, the Freyssinet system is assumed
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that would be employed. The system is the most commonly used system

and its mechanics are very simple. Others equally applicable systems

are the Magnel, Roebling, Prescon and variations of these. In the

Freyssinet system the stressing is done by hydraulic jacking of the

tendons, that upon reaching the desired stress are fixed by use of an

anchorage device based on the wedge principle (drawing 8). After

anchoring of the wires, grout can be forced into the conduits by

application of pressure through the jack.

The horizontal mmbers · girders and horizontal units •

would be temporarily prestressed with an adequate force after their

fabrication for purpose of their handling. This prestressing would

be done after the element has reached a predetermined strength, and

would be done on the site or at the plant depending on where the

fabrication would take place. The order of prestressing the wires

would be so es to avoid unsymetrical stressing of the member, and

their releasing would be gradual (figure 4).SB dägä sg
u

Figu re 4.

The tendons that would be in the member during the hadling

stage would be anchored by use of releasable wedges until their final

post·tensioning. The member, after being adequately prestressed,

would be picked up through lifting collars by cranes, derricks or
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davlts and set in position.

The general erection procedure would be done by taking a

quadrant of the structural frame at a time (drawing 6), with the

core element completed first for each story.

For the purpose of outlining the erection procedure, an

intermediate typical floor ~ where no abnormal conditions occur ·
is taken. An outline of general erection procedure ls given below:

l. Placing of the core element

a. Alignment and stressing of corner columns.

b. Erection and jointing of the wall panels.

2. Placing of the exterior vertical that would support

the girder

a. Leveling by use of sleeve nuts at the top of the unit

below. Joints would be filled in with one quarter inch steel plates

· instead of grout so that the sections would be post—tensioned as soon

es the girder is placed. Grouting would be done after tensioning of

the section.
l

b. Allgnment of the units by use of wood spacers and
' guy wires.

3. Placing of the girder on the seat provided by the vertical

‘ units, and on the core column (drawing 9b).

a. Threading of the tendons of the vertical units through

the grooves in the glrder; and the tendons of the girders through the

grooves in the vertical units and core columns.

b. Leveling of the girder by use of shims. Temporary

stability would be provided by bolted steel angles at the vertical

supports.
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4. Post—tensioning of the vertical uits. Anchoring of the

tendons and welding of their extensions.

5. Post~tensloning of the girder from both ends.

6. Placing of the rest of the vertical units on the quadrant.

See item 2.

7. Placing of the horizontal units (drawing 10a).

a. Placing of the units that would rest on the girder

starting at the middle toward the ends, with proportional increases

of the prestressing force on the girder (drawing 9a).

b. Placing of the units that would rest on the core wall,

and welding of the bearing plates (drawing 10b).

8. Post•tensioning of the vertical unit. See item 4.

9. Po•t·tensioning of the horizontal units. The tensioning

would be done from the exterior end and against the vertical unit.

The interior end would have permanent anchorage devices.

10. Grouting of the joints and conduits.

The cast~in·place part of the structure would be done at any

time after the erectlon of each floor frame.

E. Analysis

1. General

As stated in the introduction the size characteristics of

the building are predetermined for the purpose of allowiug a definite
” analysis of the structure. The limitations are:

l. Four•story high office building.

2. The roof is unoccupied except for servicing purposes.

3. The core element is adequate in size to provide for
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all service equipment.

The Elaatic Theory is used throughout the analysis, except

for the shear calculations in which ultimate strength criteria are used.

The usual Elsstic Theory assumptions are made:

1. Elasticity-power of the body to recover from strain.

2. Isotropy·uniformity in all directions of the body.

3. Hooke's law of proportionality is applicable.

4. The Principle of Superposition can be applied.

Only an analysis of two typical frames is done. The core
J

element is not analyzed considering it to be analyzable by conventional

methods for similar shear wall structures.

2. Tgpical Joist_ggg Column
The joist to be analyzed is the middle joist of the hori-

zontal uit, with the connecting column (drawing 6). The resulting

frame is shown in figure 5. The assumption that a fixed base is pro-_ vided.

0 -—-——-l--ob

C ...—....-—-——l-—-od

€ il.....O¥

Q —————————————<>"

J
Fi g u re 5.
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gggg_ggQ Specifications.

Spans: 45'·0" joist span

5'-O" typical spacing

ll'-O" column height

Loads: from the National Building Code.

floor LL ¤ 80 psf

roof LL • 20 psf

partitions = 5 psf per sq. ft. of partition surface

assume wearing surface = 5 psf

Allowable stresses:(1)
T

Temporary Under working load

Concrete: f'ci • 5,000 psi f'c • 5,000 psi

fci • 0.55 f'ci • 2,750 psi fc • 0.45 f'c ¤ 2,250 psi

fti • 3\ETEi ¤ 212 psi ft ¤ 3VfTc ¤ 212 psi

u • 0.08 f'c • ZOO psi

Steel:
f‘s

= 240,00 psi

fsi • 0.80 f's • 192,000 psi

fs • 0.70 f's • 168,000 psi

r f'v ¤ 40,000 psi

Es = 29,000,000 psi

Ec • 4,000,000 psi
' n • 7 Z

1

i1‘.¥.‘}.£==.l§.=!.%.§·2&·
1

Total depth is tentatively established as 2'-O", including slab

thickness.

1. see sections 207.1 and 207.3 · "ACI·ASCE Recommendations for Pre-
stressed Concrete."
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1. Slab. In order to estimate the thickness of the slab, a

preliminary design is performed with the following specifications:

L
·

57-0II

_ f'c • 3,000 psi

fc • 1,350 psi

fs • 20,000 psi

I n • 10
Assuming a 3" slab thickness:

WbL ¤ Tg- x 150 { 1 x 5 • 37.5 plf

WLL • 80 x 1 ¤ 80.0
w = 117.5 plf. .

Taking maximum M = Hg-
2„ Q..1.ä.B.f.a.L . 0.37 K··ft.

From Table 2 * "R¢i¤f¤Y¢¤ä Concrsta Datigu Hhndb¤¤k."

minimum d • 2"
.z the 3" thickness is adequate.

2. Precast Section.
Assuming a 6" x 22" joist section:

22 x 6WDL X 15Ü ‘ 138 plf

W81ab=1iI-ä4£x150{Sx5 = 213

WLL • 80 x 5 = 400

Assuming a
9’

high partition = 9 x 5 = _gä

W • 796 plf
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For a beam with one end pinned, the other one fixed and

uniform loan on, the moment: are as shown in figure 6.

aß
llß

L
Figure 6.

Assuming the maximum moment to be reduced due to moment

distribution, take
2Mmax ' %"

Using F • (2) (1) 2

- 161 x 12C •0.65 x 24 s 12 K

Asauming a prestress losaes of 15%,

F l nnjnn

124 ..
g ·· ·· 146 K.

The approximate concrete area required is:
F (3)

8 ••«¤••u••••••¤••Ac o.s¤s¤ (2)

2. Formula (6··l-1) • T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Structures"

3.. Formula (6•1··3)
· T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Scruccures"
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The minimum bearing can be approximated by

A 3
° f'ci ( )

- 146 000 -•• •-•¤••«·¤•¤¤••••• • • •5,000 29.2 sq in

Based on the concrete areas determined above and on considere-

tions of tendon coverage the tentative section is determined (figure 7).
1--——··—·—%¥'—————·———T

;ß”
IIII 6„

« I
Figure 7-

_3. Colmn. 6

Using P P N(1 / E?)
(5) (4)

Assmiug the moment to be half of that on the joist:

M ¤ lg} = 80.5 K·ft. ·

and estimating N = 84.0 K.

e = Jg- ¤ 0.96 fc.
Taking B = 3.0 ; t = 26"

Substituting in (4),

P = 198 K.

4. See Section 207.35 · "ACI·ASCE Recomendations for Prestressed Concrete"

5. Formula (20) — "ACI Building Code" - (ACI 318-56)
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Using P = 0.80 Ag (0.225 f'c { fspg)(6) (5)

with pg * 0.04

Ag = 167 sq. in.

The dimensions are then determined (figure 8).

O O

g 14'
O O

IZ
4 — O O

· Fig ure 8.
Section Properties. ‘

1. Precast Section:

Ac = 162 sq. in.

cb = 11.5"
1 • 7,727 1¤.“
1< = Ti- =14.22.

Composite Section (slab end precast section):

Ac = 330 sq. in.
¤1>• ¤ 17.0
I' = 17,980 in.4

=. ....LK L = 33.0

6 . See Section 1104•a·- "ACI Building Code" (ACI 318-56)
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3. Colummz
Ac = 302 sq. in.

cb = 14.4

1 · 14,093 1114
1: • —%- · 107
x = -"§-¥ - 107,000 1<-6:.

Uniform Lgggg_§g; yggggg Distribution.
1. Floor:

l

W1 ¤ }2ä— x 150 • 168 plf
W2: slab ¤ 213 plf

joist • 1§§_

381 plf

W3: LL • 400 plf

partitions = _Q§

1 445 plf.

2. Roof.
W1 = 168 plf

W3: LL = 100 plf

roofing • _2§

125 plf.

Moent distribution can now be made for the different loading

stages on the precast section.
4
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Moments due to joist losdqrooast section ggg},
ßyab ¤ 0,12 ppcd ; 0.66 abDFac • (L8? [maß • ggg cda ‘ eF
Füicd • 23.4 k··ft;.

I? w I
1

22.g ° c>|·¤2I—.-S Ä
1.....;.,.

*•s • 4 •

..25,3 ·· 6.6{ 1.53,;, ß 1.2 3

-12.5 *38.9
*}-3*2 er oa an .0

#4 4··¤ „ q· .*1. :*1. *~•. *1.
EBM 4 *4 .. , . :0,0 ..2...4 E
..13,2

• *·s.|*~•.e{

0.1 ·· 0.3
4* 1.2 ß 1.6
Ü°°

6•6

43.2 -0;-* rg m_ .-460 *g%eä6;é
EEQ V-

• ~•. 4 Äi[Wü ·=z .222 .*2 2
‘° 6•6

-23.8 ·· 0.5

- 0.3 .902
' ·~ 6.6

*13-2 ‘“f‘°E"Z *2
wr N. I N. • Nu N.‘ ”-_——

‘%‘“£"£‘%‘2"E"E 80.0 el:. alnmlää e.
"‘}.3•2

°"’§~ I ‘I~ Ü I
000

" 3•60.0
° otl

·· 1.3 ··16..9

0,0
Glo __

h H
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Moments due to DL · precast section (M2).

p ¤ u¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤1¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤gb

c ,6

i 9 wc f

9 ·»~· h

J
Figure 9.

The mnts obtained after distribution are:

Mah ¤ J 87.7 K-rz.
Mcd = { 93.4

Met · J 92.9
Mgh = J 91.9
Mgi = · 38.2

The poured·in·p1ace slab does not act structurally at the beam

portion where there is negative moment; however, at the beam portion

_ where there is positive moment, the slab will act compositely with

the precast portion. In order to approximate the point at which the

slab ceases to act structurally, a distribution of fixed-end mnments

due to dead loads on the precast section end a distribution of fixed—

end moments due to live load: on the composite section - with the slab

acting throughout · is performed. The average distance of the points

of counter flexure is taken as the cut·off point for the slab.

The cut•off point for the slab is found,

x = 10.75 ft. from e E.
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Since the member is no longer prismatic for structural purposes,

carry•over factors, stlffnesses and fixed—ed moents must be found

for the member. To obtein these the following procedure is used:

l. Assuming the rotation Q¢) at the left end to be one uit, an

equation is written by use of the mment·area method (figure 10).
l 2. Assming the deflection at the left end to be zero, another

equation is written by use of theé%E diagram„

3. Having the equations, the carry-over factor and stiffness

for the left end ls obtained.

4. The fixed·end memnt is found by ef theépr diagram, using inte-

gration for the psrabolic areas.

5. The procedure is repeated for the right end.

A¢.M ( KM

•o.15'
g5,oo'

M
EI

Figure IO.

The values obtained are:

, carry·over (left to right) = 0.77

carry·over (right to left) • 0.20

stiffness (left end) • 19,700 K-ft
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stiffness (right end) = 88,000 K··ft

FEM (left end) Z 0.101 wL2

FEM (right eud) ¤ 0.180 wL2

With this values the fixed·end momeuts due to live load are

distributed throughout the frame.
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..,.1111 Het ve ••.••·r on f-coite sci: on Qy .

= =

=
' C J

FEMCC; = 0.101 wL2 = 91.0 k··ft. e +‘

FEM,dc = 0.180wL2 == 162.0 k-fi:. 9 gb
J

999292QIEaooqccm
°—8‘·

2222222 20.0 ¢NN‘OO¤O ___;
QAQ ‘

•43. ···21.Ü ’ X
- 5.6 {17.6

808 °
2•4

-·
Zi.g_f 2,0
0.0 - 3,8

-42.0
om
IM6

~·==··:·:~==:~t<a<2‘8l0.0 cocmuwcuu •-42.0 Jg _ _E.‘?» ""—s9.:s -21-.0 J '{ 1.7 · 4.8 ‘
·· 2.4 { 2.2{ 4.4 · §,6 J
-21.0-71,2

° .·-n-E-clic~ • cn
‘I• “I~‘ ¤¤% ¤„„.-¤¤m 6442„4a·42.0 gg --21.0 n-•.~·•. •.··•—•

·/ 4.4
-67.2 · 2.4
- 1.6 { 1.7

0.0·~•. ••~•- •~•.•N

8
()_Q ~•.• sw. •

~23.4 · 4.8
060 060

· 2.4 — 1.6
0.0 -48.4

-21.0
0.0
000

[HH
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Maximum positive moentpgg ef·cggposite section (M4).

0 b

c d

e F

g h

J F‘!‘gure II.

The moments obtained after distribution are:

Mab • { 28.3 K•ft. ·

Med = J 3.5
Mei • { 113.1
ugs = .¢ 2.4
Mg} ·

{ 13.0
Due to the its eccentricity, the prestress force produces primary

moments in the mmber which in turn produce secondary moments, caused

by the restraint of the reaction at the support. The end result is

that the center of the line of compressive force (C~line) no longer

coincides with the c.g.s. line; thus, the effective e is changed.(7)

The cable profile is first established by use of the following:

aminä7.

see pp. 284 to 322 ~ T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Structures."
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ag •
-%-3:-

from top kern line:

äwax ” '$'

w 83

"Thedistance: ohceiued freu the above relations are plotted ·-

upvard Em: negative momente end dewnwavd for pcaitive mumtuts ~ from

the top or bottom cux·ve.(8) The g dietencee are found for the random

points along the member. having plotted the diatences, an area in

deteminm within which the tendons may lie (draeing lle). The profile

of the tendon. in then iitted within the boemderies, Lu order that no

temeon ßiets in the conerete. For taunus of adwuatc coverage md

bearing eooaideratioos, the cable ia taken es being three incbee freu

the eetrm über et end E and az: mie-span. einen there ta no moment

at F, the c.g.a in taken et the c.g.c.

Freu Brewing lle, the eagle (,6) iadicetixm the chw in

alone the teugeuta te the cable profile at each end.

Graphically

ß 8 7.5° • 0.132 redieus

Ehe tntal three (3) due tn prutreeu cm be apgrczdmsted

by:

w = aß (9) (6)

8. See Section 10•5·· T. Y. hin, "Prestres¤ed Goncrete Stmcturesß

9, Sm p, 300 — T. Y. Lin, “Prestre••·ed Concrate 8truct¤re•."
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and W4 = 0.52 Klf

With the equivalent uniform load obtained above, a distribution

of the corresponding fixed·end moments. The distribution is done first

for the precast section acting only; efterward, for the composite sec-

tion. For each case the four-story frame is assumed to be stressed at

all levels. (figure 12).

OIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEDIIIIIIIIIIIIILb

c “·‘ d

e IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIQF

9 “> Ii
J

Figure I2.
The moments for end E are: .

ptacast section acting, M5 = -128.0 K·ft.

composite section acting, M6 = -137.2 K-ft.

Check of Sections.

1. ggigg.

At end E: Cb = 11.5 in.
Ct 8 10.5
1 = 7,727 1¤“.
Ac = 162 eq. in.
,2 ,, ..1.Ac

= 47.8
2Kt = -ä-Ä

= 4.15 in.
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2
Kb z Ä-Cc

¤ 4.55 in.

Taking the initial assumption of,

F = 177 K.

FO ¤ 208 K.

The location of the C-line for any particular condition is

obtained by the algebraic summatlon of the eccentricities due to the

prestress and the external loada present.

g 2 -I-E-F

Bottom fiber: for the critical condition in the bottom fiber

at E, M2 and M3 are the moments due to external loads.
due to loads, el = M2 ¥ M3

F

V
: 14.0 in. below c.g.c.

due to prestress, ez = Eg-
F

• 9.4 in. above c.g.c.

. effective e = 4.6 in. below c.g.c.

using (10)F Fgb = ...... { ....2. (3)
Ac ÄcKg

= 2.27 Kai ¤·fc, adequate.

Top fiber: for the critical condition in the top fiber at

E, only M1 participates with the prestress force; (M5).

10. See p. 173 · T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Structures."
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i MQ1 Ü eselFo

Z 2.4 in. below c.g.c._
gz I E2-•

7 Fo

8 7.1 in. above c.g.c.

effective e • 4.7 in. above c.g.c.

F F
Ac Acxb

Z 2.60 Kai < fci, adequate.

Stress in the poured·in·p1ace slab is of no concern at points

where the moment is negative, since the slsb does not act compositely

with the besm.

At mid-span: the properties of the section are affected by V

the composite action of the poured·1n·p1ace slab end the perforation

(figure 13). GO.
I

V Ä]
5.

ä...!3T7. all
A

50

s" 1
Figure I3- I

The properties are:

pttcaßt section, Ac ¤ 120 sq. in.

1 ¤ 7,587
1¤.“

Ct Z Cb • 11.0 in.
,2 . ..L

Ac• 63.0
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5•7 in•

composite section, A'c = 288 sq. in.

1· • 17,127 16.*
cb' • 16.8 in.

ct' • 5.2 in.

= 0.21

mbI'/cb'

= 0.68

1 I From the previous moment distributions, the moments at mid-

span are obtained:

M1 = J 22.0 x-fc.
M2 - J 69.0 x-rz.
ua = J 57.9 x-6:.
M5 = · 60.9 K-ft.

1 M6 • • 62.8 K-ft.
Bottom fiber: for the critical condition only M1 ects with

M5 at mid-span.

l
= 1.26 in. above c.g.c.

B2 '=

Q;§Q_1n. below c.g.c.

effective e = 2.24 in. below c.g.c.
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fb • -§2 { -E2$
c Acxt

= 2.43 Ksi < fci , adequate
A

Top fiber: for the critical condition, a portion of MA,

M2 and M6 act at mid•span.
81 = Säälaä Ä gä-

= 4.41 in. above c.g.c.

eg • Jää

below c.g.c.

effective e ¤ 0.12 in. below c.g.c.
ft!.-§•}•££

Ac AcKb

1.44 Ksi<:fc , adequate

The top fiber of the poured-in·place top flange is determined

{by w?
f = 0.29 Kai

Which is less than the allowable stress for conventional

reinforced concrete (fc = 1.35 Kai).

To check the stresses during handling, a pick•up from the

ends is assumed.
H2-!-I¢°·?•· I

8

= 42.5 K•ft.

Assuming half of the preatressing force,

Fi¤88.5K.
for c.g.s. at 3 in. from the bottom fiber,

e ¤ cb · 3 • 8.5 in.
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E : E ·
(Fj_e·M)

" Ac ° 1

= 0.40 Kai

and fb • 0.88 Ksi <f fci , adequate.

§b.s=.e1shss.*.s=
The web reinforcement to resist shear is design by the

ultimate method.

At end E, V = 23.3 k., from the moment

distributions.

Taking a load factor of 2.

V' = 46.6 k

Assuming a parabolic cable profile,

a v•4 • 4 ‘l‘3-Ä (9)
L

if h • 15 in., • 19.5k

V'c • V' - V's • 27.1 k

8 e (11) (10)

Using 3/8 in. diameter mild-steel U-stirrups

s = 7.80 in.

Use 7.5 in. spacing

Maximum spacing ¤ 3/4 h ¤ 18 ln.

In theory, no stirrups are required beyond 9-in., - assuming

the concrete to resist shear - but it ia recommend that they be used

lrrespective of theory.(12)

11. Formula (7-4-2) - T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Structures“.

12. Section 210·2·3• "ACI•ASCE Recommendations for Prestressed Concrete".
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Stirrups are used st throughout at a maximum cpacing of 18 in.

(drewing llb).

bond Stress:
A„=_f_

fs
• 1.05 eq. in.

Use 3 Freyssinet csbles of 12-0.20 in. diemeter wires each.

bond stress is check at end E for two conditions:(12)

between tendons and grout by,
V D(13)

u =lL- (11)
41

• 0.00 3 kai

and between conduit and concrete by,

u (12)
E61

• 0.037 kai 0.08 f'c, adequate.

Prestress Lossesz

The loeses are determined by the following re1ations:(13)

Loeses ¤ 3,000 { fcs { 0.04 fsi (13)

Z friction loss • üb { iL (14)

end found to be 14.11 which compares sdequetely with the essumed 151.

Deflectionz

The deflection would differ at the different stages of

loading. The maximum downward deflection would occur upon the

13. Section 7-5 · T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Structures".

14. See Appendix D, p• 444 · T. Y. Liu, "Prestressed Concrete Structu¤es."
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application of all loads. The deflection at mid·span is found by use

of the moment-area method, and is found to be:

S = 0.09 in. downward.

2. Column.
Since the column is a prestressed compression member - with

good capacity for flexure resistance, but not so for axial load - it

is investigated for the condition of maximum axial load and correspond·

ing bending moment. For this condition full live load is applied at

all levels, and co1umm.g1_investigated.

N = 87.9 k. -
M • 86.6

4 E-Qi 4 Alg- 4 (15)
Assuming an effective prestress in steel

8 125 ksi

and using 6-ä in. diameter wires 88 shown in figurß 14.
2 o o

1dIIII O O

1

O O

Figure I4.

15. Formula (12-4-1) - T. Y. Lin, "Prestressed Concrete Structures".
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1

for the exterior fibers,

f • 0.210 kai (tension)<:ft, adequate

for the interior fibers,

f = 1.59 kai (eompresaion)<:fc, sdequate

The elevation of the final joist is shown in drawing llb.

3. Girder and Column

The data and specifications are the same as in section E·2.

Trial Sizing. _

Four of the typical joists • analyzed previously - and six

of the less loaded joists rest on the girder (drawing 6).

The reaction of the typical joists can be obtalned from the

previous analysis. In order to obtaln the reactions of the other

joists, the loads on them are found and then the fixed-end mments

distributed. In order to approxtmate the reaction on the girder it is

assumed that the carry·over factors, stiffnesses and fixed-end moments

for the joist are the same as in the previous analysis. A safe assump·

tion since the moments of lnertia of the section differ by less than

five pétcaut.

The dead and live load reactions transmitted by the joists to

the girder are found to be:

DL reaction = 61.0 k

LL reactionTotal
¤ 127.0 k

The total depth for the precast section is tentatively deter-

mined as 2*-o". A slab thickness of three inches is used, as before.
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Aeeuming a section of about 460 eq. in. the total uniform

load on the girder ie found

w = 3.752 plf

Aeeuming the maximum moment to be

¤„..„ · *5%-
= 635 k·£:.

by formula (1), F •=

490 k
ra • 575 6

and by (2), Ac • öääöfc
* 435 eq. in.

The section ta the aized (figure 15).
z~gu

S" .4
'zu

5 7l 7ß I zu

{ I
Figure I5.

The girder la to have end blocks of about five feet long at

each end in anticlpation of a large preatressing force and to provide

the area required by formule (2).

Precaat Section:
I

Ac ¤ 312 eq. in.

cb • 12 in.
1 • 20.985 16.*
r • 39.0
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at the ende,

Ac ¤ 480 eq. Ln.

1 • 23,200 1¤.“

Conpoeite Section: Tha naxhnuu effective flange overheng Le

18 inches.(16) The flanga overhang only acte on one aide of the

glrder since the rotation of the horizontal unlte would crack the

eleh making it lneffective on the aida on which the unita reet.

Tha total effective elab la the,

effective elab = 18 { 20 = 38 in.

Ac' • 406 eq. in.

cb' • 17.2 in.

1* = 26,620 1¤.“
k = 64.5

Coluunz (figure 16).

Ac • 654 eq. in.

¢b '
1‘h8 [De

1 · 22.010 1n.‘
k • 394.0

0 0 C> O

14*
O C) O O

°“ 0- c>
°u C>O I c>O

5* 4 4%*

Figure, Hp.

16. Section 705-b • "AGI Building Code" (ACI 3l8·56).
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Uniform Loads for Moent Distribution.
Floor:

ws. wm · x 0.150 = 0.360 ku
30 .3 I 10 2 X Ü.1SÜ ‘ Ü.1ÜÜ

_ 61.0 ,

66.0w7: Wjoist
• -zE— • 1.460 klf

wu · ig x 0.000 = 0.265
l

“part._ = 91Qéi
1.770 klf.

Roof:
l wl = 0.360 klf

wz ¤ 1.800 k1f
_

- 66.0 20 =w3. wjeist A5 x 80 0.365 klf

12
40 -Wtgofing = X Ü•ÜO5 • Ü•Ü16

0.448 klf
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Moments due to girder load · grecast section QM;}. 5‘ 0

C

- 01.2 - , -FEMab - $-2- ·- 61.5 L-ft. 9 R
FEMCC1 = 61.5 k—ft. J

enencz-10c- · 6Eéäkäpög 1
0 uw „-•. • N- 1®l .6+...-.+8..+8... 80.0 .-;.5.5 ‘.; '.; .

-56.0 *9 -.. . *9 °-14.5-66.7 /16.2
- 6.3 /10.0/ 6.6 - 9.1
/20.0 /56.4
-28.0-ä§.0 9999999

0.0 gala ~+aaämn• -•- • ·~•. • ,
1 O-47 999 .9 .9 ·

0.0 $+9*;*;*.3*,,29_0 • -•. • •
-].4.5

-26.2 /20.0
- 5,3 2 6.8
/10.0 :.é.é
{13.6 ··23.0
-14.5 1
-29.0 manaoo aw o0.0 .;.+5 .+5.+.:
0.47 • :2 • ~•- l inn-

0.47 -:t·oo~o¤0cu·• 90.0 ¢~i\¢5c$‘c$.-$:5.-S-29.0 *9 4. . *9 °
-14.5

-33.]. /13.6— 3.2 2 3.4/ 6.8 - 6.3/ 6.8 -32.8
-].4.5*29·° "3"19°:9‘£“20.0 • •—- aa 0 0 0 00 .
0,47*-9. .l -.1

•‘-"Z

M7·=9i;2··*:F¤2+=‘;-00.0•-• 0 -··-• •-•
-29.0 ‘? ~•· • ‘?

0.0
-11.1 { 6.8

060

/ 3.4 - 3,2
ö•ö -25.4

-14.5
0.0

EHI?]
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Mouente due Deed Loede · gteceet section (148).

G 5,

,5

E Wo F

9 5-,

5
FTgure I1

Hhb *{283.Ö· k•·f£. Mu * •-298,0 k•f£.

Med • { 288.0 Med • •29S.0
M·f * { 287.6 M£· * -295.2
Msh • { 286.5 Mhs • •296.0
Hsi "

• 125.Ü

The cut-·off points for the etructurelly eating pour•d•i¤··p1ece

eleb ere found using the procedure enployed for the joint enelyeie

(figure 18).

8.oo• Il.70‘
45-oo‘

Figure IB.

‘1'o find the aerry·ove1• fectore, etiffneeeee end fixed•end

uouente for the girder, the ume eeeuuptione ee for the joint pre·-

viouely enelyzed era ende end the procedure repeeted (figure 19).

M KM
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EI

Figure I9. '

carry-over factor (left-right) • 0.43

relative stiffness (left end) • 52.5

FM (left end) • 0.074 wL2

FEM V(right end) ¤ 0.079 wL2

Maximum gositive moment on member ef-comggsite section (M10).

o b

c. L-—-fd

e
_” wi F

6 ' b

Figure ZO.

Hab = { 65.0 k-ft Mba = -732 k-ft

• { 240.3 Mfa = -270.0

Mah = { 247.0 Mhz = -273.2

Hgj ¤ -101.5
Using (1),

’

F = .EL.
0.65h
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, (M6 #119) 12
0.65 x 24

= 465 k

assuming a 15% prestress loss

Fo = 545 k.

Half of the tendons would be prestressed immediately after

placing. The prestressing force would gradually be increased as the

horizontal units are placed on the girder.

Cable Profile:

As in the joist's analysis · from the moments obtained •

Amim, Amex and Ae are obtained the boundaries of the area · within

— which the c.g.s. must lie in order not to produce tension • are found

(drawing llc).

Graphically

ß' • 12.7° • 0.222 radians

using (6), W = F

= 465 (0.222) ¤ 103.0 k _

and ws = 2.3 klf

As before, the moments due to the prestress eccentricity are

found for the precast section and the composite section.

‘ C .....„.en„_.... 6

e -...._21......______j€

J
Figure ZL
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· The moments for member _e_f are:

M11 precsst section acting, ef • { 331.2 k-ft.

fg z
·M12

precast section acting, ef • {361.0 k-ft.

fg = -393.2

Check of Sections.

1. _Cg_:I:__r~_d_e_;. T'he girder is checked at end F first, since there

is the largest moment.

At end F: cb = cg '·= 12.0in.‘

Äc ¤ 480 sq. in.
,.2 s zig 1

• 48.5

Kb u kt •=

4.0 in.

Using (7), e =-ä-·

Bottom fiber:

due to loads, 81 ==

15.0 in. below c.g.c.

due to prestress, eg = -2%,1-
3

¤ _1_Q_=§_ above c.g.e

effective e • 5.0 below c.g.c.

Using formula (8),

fb • 2.17 ks:L< fc, adequate.
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Top fiber:

61 = lää

= 1.4 in. below c.g.c.

Q2 IFo

= §;§ in. above c.g.c.

effective e = 7.2 in. above c.g.c.

fg • 3.1 kai

The stress is higher than the allowable, but the full Fg

has been taken for the calculations when actually only half of it

would act when there is no load on the girder, and would be increased

’ as the des loads increase.
_ At mid spanl the properties are

precast section, Ag • 312 sq. in.

Cb = Cb • 12.0 in.

1 · 20.985 1n.“
l rz * 67.0

kb : kt ‘ S•6 1.D•

coposite section,
A‘c • 406 sq. in.

Cb' ¤ 17.2 in.
C't ' 6.8 iI1•

mt == 0.66
mb 7- Ü.86

From the previous moment distributions, the moments at mid-

span are obtained:
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My ' / 30.6 k-ft.
M8 • /164.6 k·ft.

Mu) " /194.8 k•ft.

M11 ‘ *234.4 k··fC•

Top fiber:

= 6.0 in. above c.g.c.

eg • -%;-2-
= _Q:_Q_ in. below c.g.c.

effective e • 0

Using formula (8)

fg; • 1.50 ksi< fc, adequate

Bottom über:
Q1 $$11 l I 4

Fo
7* 0.7 in. above c.g.c.

ez * ä
in. below c.g.c. 4

effective e ¤ 4.4 in. below c.g.c.

fb = 2.8 ksiefc, adequate.

The stress on the top über of the slab #18 checked by

f •• 4

= 0.40 kai, adequate.

The stresses during handling are checked assuming,
2M • Wä-
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and F = 100 k

fb = 0.18 kai

ft =·‘ 0.46 ksi.<fc, adequate.

Sheer Check:

At ed F, V = 81.2 k

Taking a load factor of 2,

V' # 162.4 k

V'a = ggg: (9)

if h • 18" • 61.5 k

V'c • V’·V'a • 100.9 k

by formula (10),

a = 2.3" for 3/8 in. diameter

U·stirrups. Use 2.25 in. apacing.

Maximm apacing = 3/4 h = 18 in.

Bond Stress:

« Using 8 Freyssinet cablea of 12·wires of 0.196 in. diameter each,

the bon stress ia checked by formnlas (11) and (12):

Maximm u * 0.24 kai 0.08 f'c, adequate.

Prestress Loases:

By use of formulas (13) and (14), the prestress losses are found

to be 14.6%, which compares adequately with the assumed 15%.

Deflectionz
‘

The deflection at mid•span is found to be:

$ • 0.10 in., downward.

2. eggggg. For full live load on the frame, the axial load and

bending moment on colmn gi are:
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N = 292.2 k

M = 237.8 k—ft.
· Using 14·1/2 in. diametet wires (figure 16), an assuming

an effective prestress of 125,000 psi, the stresses are found by

fotmula (15).

for the exterior fibers,

- f • 0.235 kei (compression)

for the interior fibers,

V f = 1.736 kei (copression)

<:fc, adequate.

The elevation of the final girder is shcwn in drawing 11d.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The structural system suggested provides a basis for an integrated

building, in which there is an approach to the problem of correlating of

the structural elements of the system with the other elements pertinent

to Architecture.

The system indlcates that a prestressed·precast concrete con-

struction does not necessarily causes the possibility of monolithic

action to vanish. The systm shows what is possible in a relatively new

type of construction, where members are tied together by post·tensioning.

The analysis of the system shows the difficulties that are encountered

due to the large number of loading and stressing conditions.

This thesis, above all, brings to light the inseparability of the

different aspects of the building design process. Improvements on the

systm developed in this thesis are, of course, possible; however,

the scope of this thesis would have been surpassed if all possibilities

would have been examined. A system that would approach the best use

of the construction concept of prestressed·precast concrete and that

would be analyzable without much intricacies, was the necessary

compromise.
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VI. MTATIBNS

¥ Peaitiva Mensen:. cap über in euqarnaaiee.

Ab baatim area of ancho: plate.

Agb muciwm area of potticm of the number that in wuatrically

aiarilar to und cmeantrlc with Ah,

A; net areas-seeticnal area nf aenerate.

Ne net c:ea•·•eetdmal area et malta aaetlea.

At: gross arcta aactlensl area ef canexece, including steel

cz-anaiernnd by ratte Q.

Av e:¤•a·aacti¤¤¤l area of um eat ei ateel atiznupa.

a1,ag,a... laura: am between the eantars ef ceuxpmaasion and tenaian in

a baum section.

/6 change in male of tendons.

b' width of web ef member.

C center af empraaaiva fame.

e distance tem c.g.c. ta mmm übe:.

¢h,cr; c te betten (cap) übers;
cb‘,

ez' fer aaatlan.

~ e.g.c. center cf gravtty ef eancmte matten. Q

¤.g.a. emu: ai guvity af aua!. area.

B diensten- ef bau er viren.

BF diateibutien taeter.

N. dead lead.
6 deflaeuen.
a eccamcxieity in general.

ag,eg ecaentrlcity mda: vertan: cneditlena.

E modules af alastieity in general.
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F total effective prestress after deducting losses.

Fi total initial prestress · for handling

F° total prestress, just after transfer

FEM £ixed·end moment.

f unit stress in general.

fc unit stress in concrete.

f°c ultimate unit stress in concrete.
f‘ci

ultimate unit stress in concrete, at time of transfer.

fci allowable unit compressive stress in concrete, at transfer.

fcp allowable unit compressive stress on conorete bearing area.

fcs average concrete stress along the c.g.s. line.

fs unit stress in steel.

f's ultimate unit stress in steel.

fsi initial stress in prestressing steel after seating of

anchorage.

ft allowable unit tensile stress in concrete.

f'v ultimate unit stress in steel stirrups.

h overall depth of member
h‘ rise of parabolic cable

I moment of inertia of section; I' for composite section.

—k relative stiffness.

K absolute stiffness.
4

‘K
coefficient for wobble effect of tendons.

Rg,kb Kern distances from.c.g.c for top (bottom).

L length of member.

LL live load.
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M bendias moment in award.

14;,:42.... beuäim mount under various conditions,

MMX algebraically Lamas: moment at a section,

ama akebrsically amallaat müßt at a setzten.

%,mt ratte of section moduli of precut nation to ¢O$-CI!

section to: bottom (top).

H mlal 1<»d•

n modular ratio Eafgv V

r radiua of gyratiom

a atirrup apaelm.

u uuic bond stress.

V total alma: in unbe:.

V" tatal alma: at ultimate load.

v'o. ahea: oarriad by tomtrota at ultimate load.

Wa alma: oarriad by steel at ultimate l¢¤d•

W total weight.

ar load 0: mißt per lmlru

Ä Erlatlon oeefficiaab

X6 am af ba: perimter areas.
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